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FOREWORD
Town of Mount Royal has come a long way since its first cultural 
policy was published in 2008. On May 31, 2017, Mayor Philippe 
Roy unveiled a second version of the policy, giving renewed 
impetus to culture in the Town.

“Town of Mount Royal is a veritable jewel in the centre of the 
Island of Montreal,” Mayor Roy declared at the time. “Let us give 
it the delight of flying its colours ever more proudly and of making 
its harmonies heard. Beyond our architecture and urban forest, not 
to mention our reputation as the best kid on the block, culture has 
long been a key part of our community.”

As the saying goes, beauty is in the eye of the beholder. That is 
why, without intending to limit its pleasure, Town of Mount Royal 
is adopting a set of guidelines regarding the acquisition—whether 
through donations or spontaneous or discretionary purchases—of 
artworks that will please all its citizens. The progressive urban 
layout designed by Frederick Gage Todd already makes the Town 
a work of art in and of itself. Mount Royal was the first urban 
design project of the landscape architect, an American by birth 
and a Montrealer by adoption. In 2015, in collaboration with the 
specialized organization MU, the artist Ilana Pichon decided to 
revisit the Town’s historic plan in an original work inspired by it, a 
mural resolutely anchored in the community.

To ensure the ongoing enrichment of its culture, Town of Mount 
Royal is publishing, in this document, its very first Artwork 

Acquisition Policy. From this moment on, the policy will guide 

the Town’s acquisition of purchased or donated works, be they 
paintings, public artworks (such as the bronzes and other sculptures 
received in recent years for various public spaces), furniture or 
antiques.
The policy also aims to favour the Town’s cultural development, 
continuing and advancing a process that began with the artworks 
currently forming its public collection, works that will continue to 
“speak” to all Townies. Ultimately, the policy will make it possible 
to diversify a collection now beautifully presented in Horizon 
– Selected Artworks from the Town of Mount Royal Public 
Collection. Published in 2017, the catalogue features some 40 
works chosen in collaboration with, most notably, the 2016-2017 
Townschool Council, a youth initiative then celebrating its fifth 
anniversary.

Taking advantage of the synergy between the newly updated 
Cultural Policy, its first catalogue of artworks and this new 
Acquisition Policy, Town of Mount Royal is guaranteeing the 
continued viability of its cultural development and thereby 
contributing to citizens’ quality of life.

Happy reading! 

Peter Monk, Harmony, 2015, Italian 

marble from Carrera mountain, 41 x 44 
x 24 cm, Public Collection, Town of 

Mount Royal
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Building on the Mount Royal’s existing collection of artworks, the following objectives will help to maximize the recognition of visual arts’ 
contribution to developing the quality of life of the Town’s citizens.

1. Recognize Town of Mount Royal as the entity responsible for and active curator of its own collection of artworks, which consists of 
indoor artworks and outdoor public artworks.

2. Provide the Town with a tool that will allow each work, whether a donation or an acquisition, to be chosen in an ethical and responsible 
manner.

3. Encourage the acquisition of works by artists from the area, be they professionals, non-professionals or amateurs, including some best 
known locally as well as others known nationally and internationally.

4. Promote the Town’s collection by regularly featuring works from various disciplines: painting, sculpture, public art, photography, mixed 
techniques, works on paper, crafts and decorative objects, including antiques.

OBJECTIVES

Orientations

The Town reserves for itself the right and responsibility of 
determining the aesthetic and artistic character of the collection it 
owns. Accordingly, Town management and public servants will 
identify the type of works to be included in its collection.

In accordance with this policy’s objectives and criteria, artists from 
or based in Town of Mount Royal may be favoured, although the 
disciplines already represented in the collection should also be 
considered in order to avoid redundancy.

Targeted artists

In the interest of fairness and democratization, Town of Mount 
Royal will apply this policy not only to professional artists but also 
to non-professional and amateur artists.

Professional artists must meet the four criteria listed in the Act 
Respecting the Professional Status of Artists (CQLR s-32-01). 
Specifically:

1. he declares himself to be a professional artist;
2. he produces works on his own behalf;
3. his works are exhibited, produced, published, presented in public 
or marketed by a promoter;

4. he has been recognized by his peers as a professional artist by 
way of an honourable mention, an award, a prize, a scholarship, 
an appointment to an adjudication committee or an invitation to 
participate in a salon or by any other similar means.

(Source : ministère de la Culture et des Communications) 

Non-professional or amateur artists: artists or citizens who create art 
as a pastime, not a source of income. These artists do not necessarily 
have professional training.

Acquisition categories

Purchase: acquisition of a work in exchange for a financial 
consideration.
Donation: Transfer of a work, free of charge, from a person or an 
institution to the Town.
Bequest: Donation made by will, free of charge.
Trade: Special agreement between the Town and an individual or a 
partner.
Loan: Temporarily lending a work to a third part for an exhibition 
or any other reason. 

INTERVENTION
framework
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Introduction

This section covers works acquired by 
a financial transaction or donation. The 
criteria described below apply to both 
processes.

To ensure fairness and transparency, all 
works that are valued at more than five 
thousand dollars ($5,000) must be submitted 
to the selection committee.

However, works that are valued at less 
than five thousand dollars ($5,000), are 
accompanied by a proof of authenticity and 
have a market value may be purchased on a 
discretionary basis and by mutual agreement 
by Town management and the mayor.

The budget envelope allocated by the 
Town is discretionary in nature and varies 
depending on the available resources.

Selection committee

All proposed acquisitions must be submitted 
to a selection committee composed of at 
least three (3) or five (5) persons depending 
on the volume and value of the works 
submitted:

1. The Town councillor responsible for 
culture;
2. A Town employee designated by Town 
management;
3. One (1) or three (3) external persons 
who have the necessary skills in the field. 
Note: for a three-member committee, the 
third person may be a citizen who is also 
a connoisseur; if the Town opts for a five-
member committee, the external persons 
could be, for example, (a) an expert in 
artworks, (b) a citizen connoisseur and (c) a 
citizen interested in cultural affairs.

The members of the selection committee are 
appointed by Town management, who may 
also delegate the task to an official from the 
cultural field. A single vote is granted to each 
individual and decisions are made by simple 
majority.

In the interest of transparency, any person 
who sits on the committee and is likely to 
have a conflict of interest (for example, a 
friend or relative of the artist) must decline 
the Town’s invitation. In addition, an 
organization dedicated to visual arts may 
not delegate one of its members to vote on 
a work that comes from that organization.

The committee will inform Town 
management of its recommendation. Town 
management will decide whether it is 
appropriate and whether to forward it to 
Town Council.

Selection criteria 

Regarding the work:
•	 Artistic quality and technical mastery of 

the discipline;
•	 Creative and innovative aspect;
•	 Relevance within the collection;
•	 Originality within the artistic discipline;
•	 Conservation requirements;
•	 Historical value (of acquisitions as well 

as donations);
•	 Legal status of the work.

Regarding the artist:
•	 Recognition and fame;
•	 Place of residence or origin;
•	 Artistic current he or she is part of;
•	 Diversity of the disciplines in the 

collection;
•	 Requirements of the artist or donor.

Reasons for refusing a proposed acquisition 
or donation
•	 Poor quality of the work;
•	 Lack of relevance with respect to the 

collection;
•	 Duplication of genres;
•	 Excessively high maintenance costs;
•	 Doubts regarding the origin of the 

work;
•	 Unreasonable price;
•	 Impossibility of exhibiting the work 

for any of various reasons, including 
objections of an ethical nature;

•	 Requirements of the seller or donor;
•	 Failure to meet the objectives of the 

acquisition policy. 

Specific provisions: accepting a 

donation

Any citizen or executor who wishes to make 
a donation or bequest to Town of Mount 
Royal must provide the same information 
as would be required for an acquisition by 
financial transaction, that is, at the very 
least, a summary description of the work 
(title, author, completion date) and a high 
quality digital photo. Such works must also 
be submitted to the selection committee 
formed by Town management as described 
earlier. It should be noted that Town of 
Mount Royal will require a certificate of 
authenticity and/or proof of ownership.

If the donor requests one, the Town may 
issue a receipt for tax purposes.

Town of Mount Royal reserves the right to 
have the market value of the donated work 
assessed. To do so, it will call on the services 
of a recognized appraiser, namely a person 
from a professional visual arts organization, 
the Art Dealers Association of Canada 
(ADAC) or any other relevant organization 
selected by the Town.

International collection

From time to time, Town of Mount Royal 
may be offered a donation of one or more 
artworks by an internationally recognized 
professional artist. The decision as to 
whether or not to acquire such works will 
fall to Town management. The works will 
not be submitted to the regular selection 
committee.

SELECTION processes
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procedures 

Yevkiné de Greef,  
Bust of Reginald J. P. Dawson, 1987, 
Bronze, 43 x 25 x 23 cm, Public 
Collection, Town of Mount Royal.

Acquisition methods

To ensure the Town’s cultural life continues to develop, Town of 
Mount Royal wants to guide the growth of its collection through 
acquisitions and donations. Town management may decide to 
accept or refuse the proposed works or, if appropriate, to call for 
submissions. 

In addition, acquisitions may be made at exhibits organized by 
professional organizations and at municipal activities.
An acquisition is made through a transaction in which the title 
of ownership is transferred to the acquirer. All submitters must 
complete the form appended to this policy and accompany it with 
the artist’s curriculum vitae, a digital photograph of the work and 
any other document deemed relevant, if applicable.

Submission and study of the files

In all cases, the artist or donor must use the form appended to this 
policy and include with it a curriculum vitae and all documents 
relating to the proposed work. Additional documents may be 
required by the Town for the purpose of studying the submission.

Based on the form and the information provided earlier, the 
committee will analyze the work and take cognizance of the 
artist’s reputation. It should be noted, however, that the selection 
committee’s decision cannot be appealed. For all works acquired, the 
title of ownership will be transferred by means of an agreement duly 
agreed to and signed by the artist or donor and the municipality. 

Copyright

It is completely natural for the Town to draft an agreement covering 
an acquisition or donation. That said, the agreement must comply 
with the Copyright Act (R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42) adopted by the 
Canadian government in 1985. The artist remains the owner of the 
copyright on his or her works. However, the artist agrees to grant to 
the municipality a licence for the work that allows the municipality 
to reproduce and exhibit the work for promotional purposes.

In addition, “The term for which copyright shall subsist shall, except 
as otherwise expressly provided by this Act, be the life of the author, 
the remainder of the calendar year in which the author dies, and 
a period of fifty years following the end of that calendar year.” 
Copyright Act (R.S.C. 1985, c. C-42, s. 6)

At exhibitions or in published brochures, the Town must mention 
the artist’s name and the title of the work. The Town must also 
comply with all provincial acts and regulations. 
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Documentation

When the Town acquires an artwork, be it by a financial transaction, 
donation or loan, it must ensure that the work is properly 
documented using the form described in the previous section 
(Acquisition Procedures).

Subsequently, a file will be kept in the municipal archives and a 
person authorized by Town of Mount Royal—either the artist or 
a public servant assisted by the committee, if appropriate—shall 
draft an information card that can be mounted on a plaque placed 
below the work. This is commonly called an artwork label. Usually 
the size of a small postcard, the label provides useful information to 
exhibition-goers. 

The label should include the following:

•	 Artist’s last and first name, date and place of birth and death;
•	 The title of the work;
•	 The year in which the work was completed;
•	 The place depicted (when possible);
•	 The medium (e.g. oil on canvas);
•	 Movement to which the work belongs. 

Conservation

To optimally conserve the works in the collection, it is important 
to provide proper installation conditions: appropriate hanging; 
adequate, properly adjusted lighting; a location that shows the work 
at its best; and a proper maintenance routine.

It is to be expected that works will be moved from time to time. Such 
moves should be planned and carried out with skill and care.

Possible locations for properly displaying works: 

•	 Entrance hall of Mount Royal Town Hall;
•	 Reginald J. P. Dawson Library;
•	 Any other public building belonging to Town of Mount Royal;
•	 Meeting spaces for members of the municipal government;
•	 Work spaces of elected officials and senior public servants.

In short, the various offices, meeting rooms and other frequently used 
and highly visible spaces in Town Hall are among the appropriate 
locations for displaying the public collection (loans and donations).

DOCUMENTATION 
and CONSERVATION

Anachar Basbous,  
Man and His Community, 2010, Bronze, 
Heigh: ca. 2 metres, Public Collection, 
Town of Mount Royal.  
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It may happen that a work no longer corresponds to the acquisition 
objectives or even the selection criteria described earlier. It is 
therefore understandable that the Town retains the privilege of 
disposing of the work, irrespective of whether it was acquired by 
a financial transaction, donation, bequest or loan. The disposal 
process consists of removing a work or an item from the collection 
and legally transferring its ownership title. This process should, 
however, be viewed as an exceptional act.

It may occasionally be necessary to remove an work from the place 
where it is displayed. Reasons for doing so could include the work’s 
deteriorated condition, problems with maintaining the work, 
repeated vandalism or any other reason as determined by the Town, 
including that the work’s artistic quality is no longer compatible 
with current artistic and social customs and practices.

Note that, in cases of deterioration, the municipality may decide 
to seek the advice of a professional restorer who, after assessing 
the work’s condition, will recommend the best possible solution 
between disposal and restoration.

When disposal is proposed, it is recommended to call to meeting 
the selection committee chosen by Town management, which will 
determine the fate of the work. This objective measure will allow 
donated works to be returned to their donor or, if he or she is 
deceased, to his or her family; if the entitled parties do not wish to 
take back the work, it may be offered to a cultural institution.

If a work has been destroyed or vandalized to such an extent that it 
cannot be restored, a letter explaining the situation should be sent to 
the artist or donor.

DISPOSAL                   
of ARTWORKS

Seller or donor

Once Town management has decided to acquire a work, the seller 
or donor is responsible for all charges related to transporting and 
evaluating the work. The owner of the work releases the Town 
from any and all responsibility for damage or deterioration during 
transportation and evaluation. The seller or donor must also provide 
all the documents relating to the work, such as those described on 
page 6 (Acquisition Procedures) and in the form appended to this 
policy. All works must be delivered in adequate and secure packaging. 
Barring a special agreement, the seller or donor must provide the 
information needed to prepare an artwork label.

The artist guarantees that the work is original and was created by 
him or her, as described in the documents requested in the appended 
form.

Upon obtaining the Town’s consent, the artist may borrow the work 
on a temporary basis for an exhibition or any other use. However, 
the artist must return the work to the Town in the same condition 
as when it was borrowed and must restore the work if it has been 
damaged. As the artist remains the copyright owner, he or she may 
also make reproductions of the work.

Town of Mount Royal

The Town may not reproduce, alter or use a work, in whole or 
in part, without obtaining the artist’s permission. In addition, the 
Town is responsible for the work and thus for its maintenance. 
However, in maintaining the work, it may not alter the work in 
any way whatsoever. It is therefore important to provide a safe and 
secure location for the work whenever it is being handled.

The Town is also responsible for the costs of framing the work 
if it deems it necessary, in particular for use in an exhibition, and 
for any other exhibition-related fees, such as transporting the 
work to the venue, lighting the work and placing the work in the 
exhibition space. If applicable, the Town is also responsible for any 
communications relating to the vernissage of the aforementioned 
exhibition, including inviting the artist.

Note: For works that have been lent to the Town, the Town’s 
responsibilities remain the same as for works acquired by a financial 
transaction. Irrespective of whether the exhibition is temporary or 
permanent, all handling and other treatment of the work should be 
documented for as long as the work remains in the municipality’s 
hands.

RESPONSIBILITIES
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The new Artwork Acquisition Policy will allow Town of Mount Royal to optimize the quality of its collection and 
better manage the related financial transactions, donations and loans. Clear rules will result in better choices being 
made in an objective and transparent manner. The policy will help ensure the collection becomes better known to 
Town citizens as well as to local business people and decision-makers in the local cultural community.

The policy aims to promote indoor and outdoor works alike. Exhibitions will be planned as will other activities related 
to the collection. Such initiatives will bring the collective richness of the Town’s culture up to date.

This policy is the fruit of a long thought process by Town management in collaboration with Culture pour tous, a 
Quebec-wide not-for-profit organization whose mission is “to help ensure that the arts and culture are recognized as 
essential aspects of individual and collective development by promoting citizen participation in cultural life” 
(Source : Culture pour tous mission statement).

CONCLUSION

Ilana Pichon, //\\//\\, 2015, 
Mural produced by MU 
Montréal, Public Collection, 
Town of Mount Royal.

Working Committee to Develop the Town of Mount Royal 

Artwork Acquisition Policy:

•	Ava	Couch,	Town	Manager,	Town	of	Mount	Royal
•	Charles	Cyr,	Communications	Officer
•	Louise	Sicuro,	C.M.,	President	and	Executive	Director,	Culture	
pour tous
•	Thérèse	David,	Consultant	for	Culture	pour	tous

Credits : 

Writer: Thérèse David
Revisors: Isabelle Tanguay (Culture pour tous), Charles Cyr 
Translator: Craig Schweickert 



Artwork Acquisition/Donation Form – Town of Mount Royal

1. Identification of the artist
Artist’s last and first names: _______________________________________________________________________________

Complete address: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone : ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Email : ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Does the artist hold the title of ownership to the work?    Yes (go to part 3)        No

2. Identification of the owner of the work

Last and first name: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Complete address :  _______________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone : ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Email : ________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Identification of the work
Title of the work (please include the artwork label) : _________________________________________________________

Type of work/medium:  _________________________________________________________________________________

Year completed:     _________________________  Dimensions : ____________________           cm         in
        (Length x width (x heigth))

Is the work framed      Yes           No           N/A

Asking price (if applicable) : _________________________ Valuation (if applicable): ___________________________

4. Documents to submit 
Check all boxes that apply (please note that the artist’s curriculum vitae and a photograph or other reproduction of the 
work are mandatory):

      Award(s) obtained for this work :__________________________________________________________

 Titles of ownership    Curriculum vitae/artist biography

       Photograph or CD of the work    Media kit (if applicable) 

        Certification of valuation (if applicable)

       Any other relevant document (if applicable). Specify:_______________________________________________

5. Signature
I hereby declare that the information provided above and the documents accompanying this form are accurate. 

Full name in block letters:  ____________________________________________________________________________

Signature : _____________________________________________________________         Date : ________________________
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